PUMP SELECTION — FLATTENING THE CURVES

At the heart of every irrigation system beats the pump station. And from that heart flows water — the lifeblood of turf and landscape plants. For every golf course there are several distinctive requirements — and opportunities — for creating the optimal pumping system. Water sources, power availability, operating window, design hydraulics, emission choices and more determine capacity needs and restrictions around which to actually design a pump station.

REVIEW THE TECHNOLOGY

Background information is always helpful when facing a pump station rebuild or replacement — or when increasing the performance of your existing system. Four basic types of pumps can be used in design to deliver the tremendous range of flows and pressures demanded by modern golf courses and country clubs:

- Centrifugal pumps used for surface or ground water sources are primary water suppliers (transfer pumps). Centrifugal pumps can lift water, but suction/lift capacities vary, usually <10-foot maximum. This brings obvious limitations, along with reduced efficiency, and therefore is not common in today's systems.
- Centrifugal pumps with positive suction pressure are used as surface water boosters — most common in the boost of a water tank or city supply. These systems can be both constant-speed and VFD controlled.
- Vertical turbine pumps also are used as primary water suppliers, moving water from lakes, rivers or wells into irrigation systems. These pumps are most prevalent — often using multiple stages — and can run at lower RPMs. They are most common in today's systems, and when coupled with VFD controls, are the most efficient means of water delivery today.
- Submersible pumps, too, are used as primary suppliers, moving water from lakes, wells or rivers. Trash pumps could fall into this category as well, and are mostly used to transfer water. Said pumps have high initial costs and generally low efficiencies.

ASSESS RESOURCES AND GOALS

Pumps with a high efficiency at minimal flow rates obviously cost less to operate. Constant speed systems that utilize multiple pumps of various sizes are moderately efficient, while variable-speed drives (VFD) use fewer but larger pumps and enable the fluctuation of pump speed to match any oscillating flow requirements, thus producing the highest level of efficiency. Today, as costs go down and efficiency rates go up, about 90 percent of golf controls are VFD coupled with turbine stations. Of all the different combinations of controls and pumps, this is the most efficient for pressurized irrigation.

Proper pump and impeller selection up-front results in lower power costs, in addition to lower maintenance and repairs down the road. In theory, by selecting the most efficient impeller, less energy will be required at selected flow rates for either constant-speed or VFD systems.

Because each golf course is one of a kind, engineering the perfect pump station takes a team.

ASSEMBLE YOUR TEAM

No single assortment of pumps and controls suits every application, nor is there a single manufacturer that can meet every customer's needs. Your type of source water and water quality should ultimately determine the optimum combination of necessary equipment. Because each golf course is one of a kind, engineering the perfect pump station takes a team. Those responsible for system cost, design, installation, operation and maintenance must contribute to make the best station selection. This includes owners and consultants, superintendents and irrigation technicians, certified manufacturer technicians/contractors and manufacturers.

There's a long list of considerations in engineering an efficient, durable pump station. Begin your quest with a strong knowledge of your site, sources and personnel. Formulate the necessary support team and ensure that all consultants, distributors and representatives speak your language.